
MAIN

ATTRACTIONS

Venom pinball games will immerse players into the mayhem of this antihero’s Marvel Universe, featuring over 20 characters including Eddie Brock, 
Flash Thompson, Gwen Stacy, Peter Parker, Black Suit Spider-Man, Miles Morales, Riot, Agony, Lasher, Phage, Doppelganger, Venomized Hulk, 
Venomized Wolverine, and Venomized Captain America   
Defeat Carnage and his legion of followers to stop Knull from being awakened and destroying the world  
Choose your host, change the game! You are Venom and need a host. Each host has special advantages and the physical layout of the playfield changes
Symbiote containment vessels lock and quickly release pinballs for fast and furious action   
Bash an interactive, custom sculpted Carnage captive ball back into Ravencroft   
Surprise Doppelganger attack unveils 3 uplift targets wreaking chaos     
Featuring music from GRAMMY Award-winning musician Mark Tremonti     
Equipped with the award-winning Insider Connected™ system that enables players to track and save game progress. LEVEL UP and unlock new hosts!
Stunning hand-drawn comic book style art by Zombie Yeti

PRO PREM LE

LE ONLY

GAME 

FEATURES

Production limited to 1,000 machines ✓
Certificate of Authenticity signed by Seth Davis, President & CEO of Stern Pinball ✓
Individually Autographed by Game Designer Brian Eddy ✓
Sequentially numbered Limited Edition plate ✓
The Limited Edition features a "Venom vs Carnage" inspired mirrored backglass with hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓
Exclusive full color reflective foil high definition decal cabinet with hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓
Exclusive inside art blades with hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓
Upgraded speaker system with 3-channel amplifier ✓
Anti-reflection playfield glass ✓
Shaker motor installed ✓
Custom dark blue high gloss sparkle "Venom Goo" powder-coated and clear-coated pinball armor, legs, hinges and Action Button 
front molding

✓

GAME 

FEATURES

Choose your host, change the playfield - Shots on the game physically change depending on which character you choose to bond 
to Venom

✓  ✓

Choose your host, change the rules - Each host has different benefits, rewards, and musical score. It's 4 different play experiences in 
one

✓ ✓ ✓

Life Foundation shot that changes between 3 different pathways (180 loop, Stop and hold, U-Turn) ✓  ✓
Agro Lab shot that changes between 4 different pathways (U-Turn, U-Turn to stop and hold, Drop down to right lockup, Up Ramp that 
loops to left flipper) ✓ ✓

Up/down post in front of Life Foundation shot to capture and hold the ball ✓ ✓
4 Ramps (Left, Center, 180 Loop, Right) ✓ ✓
2 Ramps (Left, Center) ✓
Bi-directional U-Turn loop ✓ ✓ ✓
Surprise Attack Doppelganger mechanism that swings into action revealing 3 uplift targets for the player to hit to defeat him ✓  ✓
Custom 3D Doppelganger Sculpture ✓  ✓
Left and right side vertical 3 ball stacking lock symbiote containment vessels that allow fast returns of the ball from many shots so the 
action never stops ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Carnage Captive ball latching mechanism that allows players to send Carnage back to Ravencroft ✓ ✓  ✓
Custom 3D Carnage Sculpture ✓ ✓ ✓
Choose your host billboard by shooter lane with 7 different hosts to choose ✓ ✓ ✓
Physical Bell Tower with real bell and stand-up target ✓ ✓ ✓
Daily Bugle Mystery Scoop Webslinger VUK that returns the ball to the right ball lock containment vessel ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Mystery and Features billboard with 8 lights above the Daily Bugle scoop ✓ ✓ ✓
Sneaky Hideout drop that leads to the right ball lock containment vessel ✓ ✓ ✓
Orbit lanes up/down posts can divert pinballs into top lanes or into the Sneaky Hideout ✓ ✓ ✓
4 Infected stand-up targets with unique features including Doppelganger attacks ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Featuring music from GRAMMY Award-winning musician Mark Tremonti ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Unique music and sound packages for each of the 4 main hosts ✓ ✓ ✓ 
35 RGB software controlled LEDs ✓ ✓ ✓
General illumination LED lighting in two colors ✓ ✓ ✓
2 Full Size Flippers ✓ ✓ ✓
Two Pop Bumpers ✓ ✓ ✓
6 unique modes with multiball ✓ ✓ ✓
4 Minor Bosses, 2 Major Bosses, 1 Mini Wizard mode, 2 Wizard modes and 1 Final Boss Wizard mode ✓ ✓ ✓
Persistent Insider Connected special feature remembers your level and carries over to future games. Keep building and get to the 
Final Boss!

✓ ✓ ✓

Speed Run timer that is always active across multiple games to test your skill on how fast you can beat the god of the symbiotes, Knull ✓ ✓ ✓
Gameplay modes include Standard, Cooperation, Impossible play, Monster Play, 2 vs 2 Team Play ✓ ✓ ✓

BACKGLASS

AND ART

Limited Edition "Venom vs Carnage" inspired full color mirrored backglass and iconic side cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓
Premium Edition features comic book panel styled translite and iconic side cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓
Pro Edition features Venom, all possible hosts and Carnage in a full color translite and iconic side cabinet hand-drawn artwork by 
Zombie Yeti

✓

HARDWARE

AND TRIM

Custom dark blue high gloss sparkle "Venom Goo" powder-coated and clear-coated pinball armor, legs, hinges and Action Button
front molding

✓ 

Powder-coated black wrinkle finish side armor, hinges, front lockdown molding and legs ✓ ✓
Powder-coated steel bottom arch ✓ ✓
Plastic molded bottom arch ✓  
Multifunction Action Button located on lockdown bar ✓ ✓  ✓
Snap-Latch front molding ✓ ✓ ✓

GENERAL

FEATURES

6 pinballs ✓ ✓ ✓
Stereo sound system with 3-channel amplifier ✓ ✓ ✓
10-band Graphic Equalizer with separate control for backbox and cabinet speakers ✓ ✓ ✓
CPU mounted line-out audio connector for external amplification ✓ ✓ ✓
Fade adjustment to control front and bottom speaker outputs ✓ ✓ ✓

VENOM FEATURE MATRIXVENOM FEATURE MATRIX
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